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1/25 Baja Bronco
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®

AXIC9060 - SCX10™ II 2017 Jeep® Wrangler Unlimited CRC
Length: 19.25” (489mm)
Width: 8.9” (226mm)
Height: 9.4” (239.4mm)
Wheelbase: 12.3” (313mm)
Ground Clearance: 3” (77mm)
Weight: 4.5lbs (2.04kg)

For additional items see a complete list at www.GPDealer.com

AR44 Hi-Pinion axles with metal gears for added ground clearance

AR44 Universal Axle Set

2017Jeep® Wrangler Unlimited body with molded scale detail parts 
and accessories

AE-5L ESC with dual LED leads. A total of six LED lights included!

Of�cially licensed 1.9 Nitto Trail Grappler M/T tires - S30

Of�cially licensed 1.9 KMC XD229 Machete Crawl wheels - Black

All metal gear transmission

WB8 HD Wild Boar™ driveshafts

All steel suspension links

Axial is constantly moving forward in an effort to maximize performance and 
detail for scale enthusiasts. The SCX10™ II 2017 Jeep® Wrangler Unlimited 
CRC edition is a perfect example of that union, matching unparalleled trail-abil-
ity with stunning good looks. Some of the specialized parts we’ve included are 
CRC front and rear bumpers, unique rock rails with additional body-mounting 
points, molded front and rear fenders and a CRC-inspired hood. Additional 
external scale features consist of molded side mirrors, door handles, wind-
shield wipers, hood latches and a full set of lights (six in total) that mount into a 
realistic front radiator/light bucket combo.

The SCX10™ II is the culmination of many years 
of development, furthering aesthetic realism while 
maximizing trail performance. The next generation of 
SCX10™ is here!

www.gpdealer.com        ??? 2017 32 Tech Support  217-398-8970??? 2017       

Jeep, the Jeep grille and related logos, vehicle model names and trade dress are trademarks of
FCA US LLC and used under license by Axial Inc. © 2017 FCA US LLC.

Nitto® and Trail Grappler® are registered trademarks of Nitto Tire U.S.A., Inc.

SCX10™ II 2017 JEEP® WRANGLER
UNLIMITED CRC
1/10th SCALE • ELECTRIC • 4WD • AX90060
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BLISTERING BRUSHLESS BASHERS

®

ARRMA is ushering in a new era of brushless bashing with its 2018 6S BLX lineup. Every vehicle, from the TYPHON 
Speed Buggy to the updated OUTCAST Stunt Truck, combines incredible top speeds with extreme toughness. When 
it comes to strength and performance, nothing beats an ARRMA RTR!

All include: 
 ❚ Tactic® TTX300 2.4GHz 3-channel radio

 ❚ Tactic TR326 2.4GHz 3-channel receiver

 ❚ BLX 4074 2050kV brushless motor

 ❚ Waterproof BLX185 brushless ESC

 ❚ Waterproof ADS-15M metal gear steering servo

 ❚ Adjustable oil-�lled shocks with 4 mm shafts 

 ❚ Stronger front arms

 ❚ Stiffer servo mount

 ❚ Stronger bulkheads

 ❚ Stronger front and rear chassis braces

 ❚ Aluminum shock towers

 ❚ Shock cap protectors

 ❚ dBoots™ tires

 ❚ Multi-spoke wheels

 ❚ Two XT90 battery connectors

ARAD84NW   1/8 OUTCAST 6S BLX 4WD EP RTR Orange
ARAD84SW   1/8 OUTCAST 6S BLX 4WD EP RTR Silver 
Length: 21.3 in (540 mm)
Width: 18.2 in (461 mm)
Height: 9.1 in (231 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.9 in (327.6 mm)
Weight: 171 oz (4.8 kg) 

ARAD83LG   1/8 SENTON 6S BLX 
4WD EP RTR
Length: 21.7 in (551 mm)
Width: 11.6 in (294.6 mm)
Height: 7.7 in (195.5 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.9 in (327.6 mm)
Weight: 128 oz (3.6 kg)

ARAD81LG   1/8 KRATON 6S BLX 
4WD EP RTR Green
ARAD81LR    1/8 KRATON 6S BLX 
4WD EP RTR Red 
Length: 23.4 in (594 mm)
Width: 18.1 in (460 mm)
Height: 7.7 in (195.5 mm)
Wheelbase: 14.8 in (377 mm)
Weight: 159 oz (4.5 kg)

ARAD80BS   1/8 TYPHON 6S BLX 
4WD EP RTR
Length: 20.1 in (510.5 mm)
Width: 12.2 in (309.8 mm)
Height: 7.5 in (190.5 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.9 in (327.6 mm)
Weight: 115 oz (3.3 kg)

All require: one 4-6S LiPo battery or two 2-3S LiPo batteries 
with XT90 connectors, charger and (4) AA batteries
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BUILT FAST, BUILT TO LAST!

❚ Ergonomic ATX101 2.4GHz radio system with waterproof ADS-5 SRS 70 oz.-in. 
torque servo

 ❚ 3-in-1 power system with MEGA 20T 540 motor, MEGA SRS ESC and receiver

 ❚ Two Li-Ion batteries included – boost run times by adding up to four more Li-Ion 
batteries, or add a 6-cell NiMH battery or a 2S LiPo pack

 ❚ Li-Ion wall charger

 ❚ dBoots tires

 ❚ Tough multi-spoke wheels

 ❚ Oil-�lled shocks

Your path to power begins with 1/10, 2WD GRANITE and FAZON VOLTAGE MEGA SRS 
RTRs. They arrive ready-to-run out of the box with all the toughness and speed you can 
handle. Rookie, Intermediate and Pro settings let your practice your skills at your own 
pace. Two Lithium-Ion batteries are included, but you can maximize your run time by 
adding up to four more batteries. With the GRANITE and FAZON VOLTAGE, ARRMA 
makes it easy for you to double – or even triple – your off-road fun.

ARAD10**  1/10 GRANITE VOLTAGE MEGA SRS 2WD EP RTR
Length: 16.5 in (418 mm)
Width: 13.4 in (340 mm)
Height: 7.4 in (188 mm)
Weight: 3.8 lb (1.75 kg)

ARAD11**  1/10 FAZON VOLTAGE MEGA SRS 2WD EP RTR
Length: 15.8 in (401 mm)
Width: 12.8 in (325 mm)
Height: 5.9 in (151 mm)
Weight: 3.5 lb (1.6 kg)

Both Require: (4) AA batteries

1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Monster Truck

1/10 Scale 2WD Electric Off-Road  Truck

®

AN INDUSTRY FIRST!
Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase 
your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries—
or drop in a 6-cell NiMH or 2S LiPo pack! 

5-9 minutes run-time with 2 Li-Ion batteries, 

10-18 minutes with 2 additional Li-Ion batteries,

15-27 minutes with 4 additional Li-Ion batteries,

4-8 minutes with 6-cell NiMH battery,

8-22 minutes with 2S LiPo battery

Note: run times are dependent on driving conditions, driving style and battery age.

The unique cradle 
design makes it easy 
to quickly change 
between different 
battery types.

batteries, or add a 6-cell NiMH battery or a 2S LiPo pack

Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase Each VOLTAGE includes two 18650 Lithium-Ion batteries. Increase 
your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries—your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries—your run-time by adding two or four more Lithium-Ion batteries— 4-8 

minutes

10-18 

minutes

15-27 

minutes

5-9 

minutes

8-22 

minutes

run-time

run-time

run-time

run-time

run-time
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RUGGED. UNSTOPPABLE. 100% HARDCORE

ARAD60**   1/10 GRANITE 4x4 MEGA EP RTR
Length: 16.9 in (429 mm)
Height: 7.7 in (196 mm)
Width: 13.5 in (342 mm)
Wheelbase: 11.3 in (287 mm)
Weight: 6.5 lb (2.9 kg)

ARAD61**   1/10 SENTON 4x4 MEGA EP RTR
Length: 22 in (558 mm)
Height: 8.2 in (208 mm)
Width: 11.7 in (298 mm)
Wheelbase: 12.9 (327 mm)
Weight: 6.3 lb (2.9 kg)

Both Require: (4) AA batteries

®

Fast and fully equipped, 2S LiPo-compatible SENTON and GRANITE 4x4 MEGA RTRs arrive ready-to-bash in all terrain. A 
MEGA 12T motor makes it easy to reach maximum speeds. Waterproof electronics make them ready-to-run in any type of 
weather. dBoots Fortress tires make it possible to conquer any surface. The included Tactic TTX300 transmitter delivers the 
ultimate in precise control. Just add 4 AA batteries and get bashing.

1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Monster Truck 1/10 Scale 4WD Electric Short Course Truck

 ❚ The �rst 1/10 4WD vehicles from ARRMA

 ❚ Tactic TTX300 2.4GHz 3-channel transmitter 

 ❚ MEGA 12T brushed 550 motor

 ❚ Electronics module with MEGA 35A ESC, ADS-5 
steering servo and Tactic TR326 receiver 

 ❚ Easy-access drivetrain  

 ❚ Fixed length upper links

 ❚ Servo horn with built-in servo saver

 ❚ Power module with pinion indicators

 ❚ Internal metal diff gears

 ❚ 8.4V 7-cell 2400mAh NiMH battery

 ❚ ADC-N7 7-cell NiMH wall charger

 ❚ dBoots Fortress tires

 ❚ Multi-spoke wheels

 ❚ Oil-�lled shocks

 ❚ Extended height dirt defenders

 ❚ Full set of ball bearings
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YOU ASKED. REALFLIGHT 8 
DELIVERS!
They’re back...all the game-changing functions and features that have made RealFlight your #1 RC �ight sim 
for nearly 20 years. New RealFlight 8 picks up where edition 7.5 left off. It uses the same computer system 
requirements and offers new capabilities, more convenience, and the most authentic �ying and visual 
experience yet!

 ❚ Virtual Reality Compatible — It’s a RealFlight �rst! RF8 breaks down the 
wall between you and your simulation. Just plug in your VR set and you’re 
fully immersed in the world of RealFlight! RF8 is compatible with popular 
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive virtual reality sets (available separately).

 ❚ More Controller Options— You can �y with any version of InterLink 
controller hardware, or use a game console controller you may already have

 ❚ Simpli�ed Software Interface — Menus are now more intuitive, so you 
can be up and �ying faster 

 ❚ Improved Editing Software— The AccuModel aircraft editor now accepts 
even detailed, high-de�nition models

NEW!

RealFlight 8 Software Only — GPMZ4558

Also offers these popular features:
 ❚ Unparalleled RealPhysics with enhanced drone physics
 ❚ Multiplayer combat — challenge the best pilots in the world
 ❚ Onscreen camera controls and Heads-Up Display
 ❚ Night �ying, water takeoffs and landings, and much more

RealFlight 8 InterLink Edition — GPMZ4550

Also includes the Interlink controller:
 ❚ Exclusive Reset/Rewind button for replaying victories or 

reversing crashes  
 ❚ Easy operation of most simulator functions right from   

the controller
 ❚ 10-channel capability for effortless control of…everything
 ❚ Built-in sliders to zero-in drone cameras for the best shots

Experience the new RealFlight 8.
Visit real�ight.com!
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 ❚ 3 mm 7075 CNC hard-anodized aluminum chassis with weight-forward layout and adjustable brace system for 
�ne-tuning rear �ex

 ❚ Four-wheel shaft drive with bearing-captured CVA system transfers power to the wheels

 ❚ First-in-class compact 4WD reverse bellcrank steering system for consistent response

 ❚ Fully adjustable long-travel suspension geometry maximizes stability and traction

 ❚ Smooth 13 mm Big Bore shocks with 10 mm front and 8 mm rear composite towers

 ❚ Strong 3.5 mm polished steel shock shafts

 ❚ Composite emulsion shock caps

 ❚ Double X-Ring O-rings provide smooth, consistent damping

 ❚ Set of three adjustable, easy-access planetary gear differentials

 ❚ High-downforce wing with hole guides

 ❚ 2-piece CNC aluminum motor mount with precision dual-clamping gear mesh adjustment

 ❚ Easy-access battery tray for quick removal and replacement

 ❚ Low center-of-gravity throughout – electronics and other components are sunk into the chassis

 ❚ Angled rear gearbox with large bearings

 ❚ Lightened outdrives and diff couplers throughout

 ❚ Locking spring perch design

 ❚ Adjustable toe-in/camber/Ackermann

 ❚ Custom locking kingpin screws

 ❚ All metric hex hardware

 ❚ Compatible with a wide variety of hop-ups

TKR6500  TKRC6500  1/10 EB410 Competition 4WD EP Buggy Kit
Length (w/o Wing): 15.5 in (393 mm)
             (with Wing): 16.7 in (424 mm)
Width: 9.7-9.8 in (246-250 mm)
Wheelbase: 11.1-11.6 in (283-294 mm)
Weight: 3.6-3.9 lb (1630-1780 g)       
Requires: 2-channel radio with one 150 oz.-in. (min.) high-torque servo, motor, 
ESC, 2S LiPo “shorty” pack, charger, tires, wheels, and 48P 15-30T pinion gear

TEKNO RC EB410 COMPETITION 
4WD EP BUGGY KIT
AN INNOVATIVE BUGGY THAT’S PRIMED FOR 
THE PODIUM
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 ❚ Prebuilt roller lets you customize with your favorite electronics 
and paint job

 ❚ Designed to handle powerful 1/8 motor systems and insane 4S 
LiPo power

 ❚ 16 mm Big Bore shocks with threaded, CNC-machined anodized 
aluminum bodies and chrome-coated shafts

 ❚ Anodized 6061 T6 aluminum chassis features a 3 mm hardened 
steel spine that extends from the center diff to the rear diff for 
maximum stiffness and durability

 ❚ Front suspension features hardened steel pivot balls that absorb 
hits from all angles 

 ❚ Clear, pre-trimmed Pro-Line Sentinel body is molded from extra-
thick Lexan®

 ❚ Balanced weight distribution ensures superior handling

 ❚ 1/8-style MOD 1 drive gears for high durability, including a 
hardened steel ring and pinion gears

 ❚ CNC-machined aluminum motor mount prevents gear mesh

 ❚ Badlands MX28 tires with 17 mm F-11 hex wheels deliver 
incredible traction and performance

PRO-LINE® 1/10 PRO-MT 4X4 PREBUILT ROLLER EP KIT

4005-00  PROC0005 1/10 PRO-MT 4x4 Prebuilt Roller EP Kit
Length: 18 in (457 mm)
Width: 14 in (355 mm)
Wheelbase: 11.2 in (284 mm)
Weight: 5.7 lb (2.6 kg)
Requires: 2-channel radio with 1 high-torque steering 
servo, 550 motor, ESC, 2-4S LiPo battery (5.7 x 2.0 x 2.2” 
max.) and charger

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Recreates the classic Beetle that dazzled the rally 
circuit from the 1950s through the 1980s!

 ❚ Factory-�nished, scale VW Beetle body tops 
off the dependable, shaft-driven MF-01X 4WD 
chassis — ideal for surfaces from road to �at dirt

 ❚ Plastic kit of the U.S. M1A2 Abrams, one of the world’s most 
devastating battle tanks

 ❚ Accurately captures �ne details, including hull armor, smoke 
dischargers, gear boxes, and more 

 ❚ Tough duralumin chassis has metal parts for                        
drive sprockets, idler wheels, and suspension parts

 ❚ Flexible tracks and fully sprung road wheels provide        
realistic terrain-crossing capability

RC RALLY RACING WITH A BOSS BEETLE BODY

DETAILED DISPLAY TANK COMMANDS ATTENTION

Volkswagen Beetle Rally MF-01X 4WD Kit

Tamiya 1/16 US Abrams M1A2 - Display Only

58650 TAMC8650 1/10 Scale Volkswagen 
Beetle Rally MF-01X 4WD Kit

36212 TAMC6212 
1/16 US Abrams 
M1A2 Display Only

Metal parts recreate drive 
sprockets and more.

From every angle, this kit is 
a masterpiece.

 ❚ Well-suited for off-road maneuvers, with a fully 
independent suspension, short wheelbase, and 
short track

 ❚ Includes 540 motor, ESC, Rally block tires, molded 
gray wheels, and 16T pinion gear

The ultimate 1/10 4x4 monster truck!
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GO BIG AND NEVER GO HOME!

Astron Explorer™
Go Boldly
Length: 42.2 in. (107.2 cm)
Diameter: 1.33 in. (34 mm)
Estimated Weight: 6 oz. (170 g)
Recommended Engines: D12-3 (�rst launch), E12-4
Projected Max Altitude: 1200 ft (366 m)
Requires: Estes Maxi Launch Rod, Porta Pad 
E, E Launch Controller, or Pro-Series II Launch 
Controller when using E engines.
ESTT7264 Super Big Bertha™

Three feet of thunder!
Length: 36.8 in (93.4 cm)
Diameter: 2.6 in. (66 mm)
Estimated Weight: 8.9 oz. (252 g)
Recommended Engines: E16-4 (�rst launch) F15-6
Projected Max Altitude: 1200 ft. (366 m)
Requires: Requires PS II Launch Base with 
1/4” launch rod or Porta-Pad E Launch Pad, 
and E Launch Controller or Pro Series II Launch 
Controller (2240) with 30’ of wire.
ESTT9719

For a challenging build this winter that will put you 
over the moon in the spring, look no further than 
these huge and hugely exciting rockets!

Long story short...

From the Experts:
Huge engines catapult these large-scale rockets a quarter mile 
into the air!

®

1/25 BAJA BRONCO
Perfect for a desert drive

Off road, the Bronco rules. In the mid-sixties, the Bronco started rolling off the lines and 
Bill Stroppe Racing entered them into the Baja 500 and Mexican 1000 races. After big 
wins in both events, Ford started offering specially made Baja Broncos to select dealers 
in the early seventies. Kit features detailed V-8, separate frame, removable top, swing 
away spare tire, roll bar, back seat, lots of chrome plated parts, and soft black tires.

85-4436 RMXS4436 Total Parts: 137 Skill Level: 5 Length: 6.4 in (162mm)
Width: 2.8 in (71mm)

1/24 ZZ TOP ELIMINATOR
Go platinum!

In 1976, ZZ Top guitarist Billy F Gibbons commissioned Don Thelan’s Buffalo Motors hot 
rod shop to build The Eliminator. Based on a ‘33 Ford Coupe, it was street-ready in 1983. 
The car was featured on the cover of the band’s top selling album, “Eliminator”, that went 
multi-platinum with over 10 million in sales. Kit features detailed V-8 with unique ZZ Top 
valve covers and air cleaner plus chromed dual exhausts, 3-piece engine cover, chrome 
plated parts, and soft black tires.

85-4465 RMXS4465 Total Parts: 70 Skill Level: 4 Length: 6.8 in (171mm) 
Width: 2.9 in (73mm)

1/24 ‘78 GMC® PICKUP
Deep woods driver

Pickup trucks are everything from stolid, stable work vehicles to glamorous, low-riding 
speed demons with hydraulics. Their list of applications is as long as their list of proud 
owners. Our model, the GMC® Big Game Country represents a backwoods explorer that’s 
modi�ed for going where suburban grocery getters only dream of. Kit features detailed 
V-8 engine, 4 wheel drive suspension, separate frame, fold down tailgate, CB radio, gun 
rack, and soft black tires.

85-7226 RMXS7226 Total Parts: 105 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8.2 in (208mm) 
Width: 4.3 in (110mm)

1/24 ‘53 CHEVY® BEL AIR® 3N1
Standout Chevy

The Chevrolet® Bel Air® was �rst introduced in 1950 and featured a unique roo�ine. 
Changes made for the 1953 model were so extensive it was advertised as “entirely 
new through and through”. It introduced options like power steering and brakes–
options previously only available on expensive luxury cars. Visually, its unique side 
trim distinguished the type from the earlier models. Kit features stock and lowered 
suspension options, detailed 6-cylinder engine with custom parts, parts to build as stock, 
lowrider, or custom versions, Tampo printed whitewalls, and soft black tires.

85-4431 MONS4431 Total Parts: 111 Skill Level: 4 Length: 8.1 in (206mm)
Width: 3 in (76mm)
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1/32 HEINKEL HE 219 A-O NIGHT FIGHTER
Fearsome �yer
The Allies were quite fortunate that disagreements and delays within the Nazi state 
prevented the He 219 from being produced until late in the war. These birds were 
devastatingly destructive and fully capable of hunting down bombers in the dark. Their 
payload of 20 and 30mm cannons could take apart even the sturdiest-built bombers and 
their twin-engine layout gave them the resilience to take return �re and still get back to 
base. Kit features �ne details and recessed panel joints plus a detailed cockpit, separate 
control surfaces, motor front ring with radiator, moving propellers, and FuG 218 and 220 
radar antennas. Includes three sets of decals.

03928 RVLS3928 Total Parts: 259 Skill Level: 5 Length: 20.6 in (524mm)  
Width: 22.8 in (578mm)

1/700 JMSDF DDH KAGA FULL HULL VERSION
Strength for defense

An aircraft carrier in virtually all but name, the DDH Kaga “Helicopter Destroyer” can carry 
up to 28 aircraft and was commissioned early in 2017. It is part of a class of vessels that 
are the largest built by Japan since the end of WWII.  This vessel, and the other vessels in 
its class, are specialized for anti-submarine warfare, search and rescue and, potentially, 
amphibious assault. They are also capable of launching short takeoff and landing aircraft. 
This limited edition kit features a full hull, full propulsion gear, and display stand.

30047 (Limited Edition) HSGS0047 Total Parts: 148 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 14 in (356mm) Width: 2.9 in (73mm)

1/72 A-1H SKYRAIDER “USS TICONDEROGA” 
2-KIT COMBO
Heavy �repower
Sheer reliability and massive ordnance capacity kept the piston-powered Skyraiders �ying 
well into the “Jet Age.” Millions of pounds of ordnance were dropped by the Skyraiders 
against ground targets in Korea and Vietnam. The late A-1H version could carry up to 
3,500 pounds (1,600 kg) of ordnance and was equipped with a combination bomb ejector/
bomb director. This limited edition kit combo features two models and two marking 
options: 1. US Navy USS Ticonderoga VA-52 CAG, Code: NM300, (34569), 1967; 2. US 
Navy USS Ticonderoga VA-52, Code: NF388 (35338).
02262 (Limited Edition) HSGS0262 (Includes 2 Kits) Total Parts: 92 per kit 
Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.6 in (167 mm) Width: 8.3 in (212mm)

1/24 SUBARU 360 1964 2ND JAPAN GP T-I CLASS 
WINNER
Cruise to the �nish line
Introduced in 1958, the Subaru 360 was designed to give Japan’s drivers an economical 
compact car for everyday driving. Compared to the VW Beetle, the 360 was smaller and 
distinguished by its monocoque body, �berglass roof panel and rear-hinged “suicide 
doors.” Although the 360 was a moderate success in its native Japan, it did not fare as 
well internationally. Despite this, the Subaru 360 remains a hit with mini car collectors. 
This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. 1964 2nd Japan GP T-I Class 
Winner, Car No. 9.

20322 (Limited Edition) HSGS0322 Total Parts: 71 Skill Level: 3
Length: 5.1 in (128.5 mm) Width: 2.2 in (55mm)

1/24 SUZUKI JIMNY JA71-JCU
Taking it offroad since the seventies

The Suzuki Jimny is, quite clearly, a descendant–through the Asian market–of the WWII 
Willis Jeep. A version of the Jimny currently holds the world altitude record for an 
offroad vehicle and thousands of offroading enthusiasts, around the world, trust them to 
take them to new heights. The JA71, with its three-cylinder engine, produces over forty 
horsepower which is more than enough to get it up and down the mountain! This limited 
edition kit features new front grille and bumpers plus full decals.

20323 (Limited Edition) HSGS0323 Total Parts: 131 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 5.6 in (142mm) Width: 2.6 in (67mm)

1/12 SUZUKI GT380 B
Faster is better

Marketed as the “Sebring” in North America, the GT380 was a light and fast 2-Stroke 
cycle that smoked the streets from the early seventies until 1980. As part of the GT-series, 
it was available in a substantial number of displacements and variants. The GT380 was in 
the mid-range of displacement versions available, at 380cc. This gave it a good balance 
of power and economy. Kit features decals for a 1972 version.

21505 HSGS1505 Total Parts: 203 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.9 in (174mm) 
Width: 2.6 in (67mm) Height: 3.7 in (93mm) 

1/35 MECHATROWEGO NO.8 SPORT WHITE & 
BLUE (2 KITS)
Make the move to mechatronics
The MechatroWeGo is the �rst armored conveyance for kids. Made by Chubu Mechatronics 
these mobile robotic suits are perfect for getting around without worrying about gang 
violence, industrial pollutants, or roving bands of kidnappers. A MechatroWeGo is the 
best multi-ton heavy-metal peace of mind a parent can buy. Plus, it’s available in twos 
with cool colors the kids will love! It may be some time before the full size Mechatro hit 
the streets so practice with these 1/35 scale �gures now! This limited edition kit combo 
features sporty blue and white Mechatros.
64757 (Limited Edition) HSGS4757 (2Kits) Total Parts: 82 x 2 Skill Level: 3 
Height: 3 in (76mm)

1/72 AREA-88 J 35J DRAKEN “SHIN KAZAMA”
Arslan Air Force’s �nest

Kaoru Shintani’s action-packed manga, Area-88, debuted in 1979. It was an instant hit, 
exciting readers with the exploits of Shin Kazama, a mercenary �ghter pilot stationed at 
a top-secret air base called Area-88. Kazama �ies the celebrated J 35J Draken �ghter in 
several installments of the popular manga. The series, which was praised for its white-
knuckle dog�ghting action, inspired multiple animated �lms and a television series. This 
limited edition kit features markings for the Kingdom of Arslan Air Force, Area-88, Pilot: 
Shin Kazama.

64758 (Limited Edition) HSGS4758 Total Parts: 63 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 8.4 in (213 mm) Width: 5.1 in (130 mm)
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1/72 F/A-18E SUPER HORNET & F/A-18C HORNET 
2-KIT COMBO
Set to strike
The US Navy’s “Blue Diamonds” and the US Marines’ “Death Rattlers” deploy from the 
USS Nimitz CVW-11, America’s oldest aircraft carrier. Each squadron counts on �eets 
of F/A-18C Hornets and F/A-18 Super Hornets to carry out their most important support 
and combat missions. This limited edition kit combo features two kits, emblems for 
VFA-146 and VMFA-323 and two marking options: 1. F/A-18E: USS Nimitz VFA-146 “Blue 
Diamonds” CAG, Code: NH300, 2017 and 2. F/A-18C: USS Nimitz VMFA-323 “Death 
Rattlers” CO, Code: NH401, 2017.
52167 (Limited Edition) HSGS5267 (Includes 2 Kits) Total Parts: 118/82 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10 in (255 mm) (F/A-18E) / 9.3 in (237 mm) (F/A-18C)  
Width: 7.2 in (184 mm) (F/A-18E) / 6.4 in (162 mm) (F/A-18C)

1/24 MAZDA COSMO SPORT L10B WITH GIRL 
FIGURE
Rotary powered and ready to rumble

Designed to be a sleek, space-age, and sexy, the Mazda Cosmo Sport L10B was powered 
by a 128 horsepower engine, could power to over 120 mph, and covered a quarter mile in 
under twenty seconds. Despite the cool features, only slightly over 800 of the type were 
made and, adding to its current mystique, less than a dozen were sold in the US. That 
makes this a truly one of a kind car! This limited edition kit features detailed parts for 
the car and a �gure of a very interested girl for a cool diorama touch.

52168 (Limited Edition) HSGS5268 Total Parts: 94 + 4 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.8 in (172mm) Width: 2.7 in (68mm)

1/72 EA-18G GROWLER USS NIMITZ CVW-11 CAG
Quite the bite

Unlike many �ghters, the Growler’s primary role is to keep other craft alive by jamming the 
systems of enemy �ghters and missiles. That’s not to say that the Growler doesn’t have 
a bite, though. Under-wing hard points can carry missiles for dog�ghting. Introduced in 
2009, the EA-18G received its �rst combat test in the skies over Libya during Operation 
Odyssey Dawn, supporting the UN no-�y zone. This limited edition kit features decals for 
VAQ-142 “Grey Wolves” aboard USS Nimitz.

52169 (Limited Edition) HSGS5269 Total Parts: 177 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10 in (255mm) Width: 7.5 in (191mm)

1/35 HITACHI VIBRATORY COMBINED ROLLER 
ZC50C-5
Get rolling!

It’s time to take on the pavement! The massive, advanced ZC50C-5 is one of the best 
rollers in the world. Made by the legendary Hitachi Company, and laying pavement all 
over the world. This model is perfect for building cool dioramas, display, or gifting to 
a friend who’s a fan of infrastructure improvements! Kit features operator �gure in a 
sitting pose, detailed parts, and full decals.

66002 HSGS6602 Total Parts: 93 Skill Level: 3 Length: 3.6 in (92mm)
Width: 1.6 in (40mm)

1/48 OH-6D “WINTER CAMOUFLAGE”
Clad in cool camo

The OH-6D is Japan’s license-built version of the Hughes Model 500D observation heli. 
Over the years, multiple civilian and military units, including the JGSDF’s Eastern Army 
Aviation Group, have �own it. Camp Tachikawa is one of Japan’s remaining bases to 
boast a �eet of OH-6D helis, with 106 in tow. However, they’re slowly being replaced by 
the OH-1. This limited edition kit features resin antenna parts and one marking option: 1. 
JGSDF Eastern Army Aviation Group (EAH), Code: JG-1286 (EH31286), Camp Tachikawa, 
March 2017.

07460 (Limited Edition) HSGS7460 Total Parts: 50 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.2 in (157 mm) Width: 6.6 in (167mm)

1/32 FOCKE-WULF FW 190D-9 BARKHORN WITH 
FIGURE
301 victories
Gerhard Barkhorn was a master of the sky. In WWII, he managed to shoot down over 
three hundred enemy aircraft–almost all of them on the Eastern Front. The Soviets put a 
price on his head, but, though they came close, they could never collect. He went through 
a succession of aircraft, including the powerful Fw 190, being shot down nine times, 
injured three times, and even having to bail out. Nevertheless, he made it through the 
war and served with West German air units afterwards. This limited edition kit features 
a Barkhorn �gure and decals for his aircraft in February, 1945.
08251 (Limited Edition) HSGS8251 Total Parts: 115 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 12.7 in (322mm) Width: 12.9 in (328mm)

1/700 JAPANESE NAVY DESTROYER MINEGUMO
One of ten

Minegumo was one of ten Asashio-Class destroyers, exceptionally large destroyers 
deployed by the Japanese Navy that wielded the incredible “Long Lance” torpedo. 
The ships were exceptionally well built, armed with six 12.7cm guns and a host of AA 
armaments, and they all had the rotten luck to be deployed in WWII. Every single Asashio-
Class destroyer was sunk during the war. Minegumo went down in Blackett Strait in 1943 
after a short and intensely lopsided battle against an entire US Task Force. Kit features 
decals for IJN 9th Squadron, 1943.

49464 HSGS9464 Total Parts: 90 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.7 in (169mm) 
Width: 0.6 in (15mm)

1/72 IAF-KFIR C2/F-21 LION
Adversaries in action

Based on the Dassault Mirage 5 and upgraded with superior license-built General Electric 
turbojets and Israeli-built avionics, the K�r served with the Israeli Air Force as a multirole 
combat aircraft and with the United States Navy and Marine Corps as “adversary” aircraft 
for dissimilar Air Combat Training. It was hoped that the K�r–which was substantially 
similar to the MiG-23 Flogger–would give American pilots and advantage in their training 
to �ght those planes. Kit features decals for three versions, full decals, and instructions.

1397S ITAS1397 Total Parts: 44 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.5 in (217mm)
Width: 4.5 in (114mm)
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1/72 EF-2000 100TH ANNIVERSARY GRUPPI 
CACCIA (2 KITS)
1917-2017
Developed by a consortium of European nations, the Euro�ghter was designed to be a 
multi-role aircraft that specialized in interceptions. It’s one of the best air superiority 
�ghters in the world, with exceptional aerodynamic properties, distinctive canard-delta 
wings, and a top speed of Mach 2. Sophisticated technology, enhanced �y-by-wire control, 
and the superior maneuverability afforded by the canards makes it an exceptionally agile 
aircraft. Celebrating 100 years of the Italian Air Force! Kit combo features two kits, four 
commemorative liveries, detailed pieces, and full instructions.
1406S ITAS1406 Total Parts: 152 Skill Level: 3 Length: 8.7 in (222mm)
Width: 6 in (152mm)

1/24 MERCEDES BENZ SK EUROCAB 6X4
Euro giant

With more than 500hp, the Mercedes-Benz “Eurocab” was the most powerful truck in 
the line when it was introduced in 1993. The distinctive raised roof cabin and spacious 
cab were standard, but there were a total of three engine options: 380, 435, and 500hp. 
Almost all parts were built by Mercedes in house and the V-8, turbo-charged diesel 
engine could haul an incredible weight of product. Decades on, these trucks can still 
be found on the roads of Europe. Kit features full decals, rubber tires, and instructions.

3924S ITAS3924 Total Parts: 320 Skill Level: 4 Length: 10.6 in (270mm)

1/12 FIAT 500F (1968)
Celebrate the Sixties!

Produced by Fiat from 1957 to 1975, the “Nuova 500” became an icon on four wheels. A 
symbol of “made in Italy”. It was introduced at a very affordable price and intended to 
increase accessibility to an ever-wider market. It was easy to own, easy to drive, had low 
operating costs, making it perfect for a market that was slowly gaining af�uence. The Fiat 
500F is the most recognizable version, thanks to its front-hinged doors, new frame, and 
wider windscreen. Kit features photo etched parts, full decals, nylon and leather parts, 
rubber tires, and more.

4703S ITAS4703 Total Parts: 300+ Skill Level: 5 Length: 9.7 in (247mm)

1/56 CHAR B1 TANK - 3 DRIVERS INCLUDED
The right tanks in the wrong places

German shells bounced straight off the Char. One on one it could destroy most any German 
tank thanks to its invulnerability and combination of 47 and 75mm gun. Sadly, when the 
French deployed their tanks, they spread them out between infantry divisions. German 
tanks grouped together and punched right through defenses far faster than French tanks 
could close the gaps. France fell. The Char was taken by its former enemies and turned 
into a �amethrower tank. Kit features three driver �gures, six sets of decals, and full 
instructions.

15766 ITAS5766 Total Parts: 88 Skill Level: 2 Length: 4.6 in (116mm)

1/72 AMERICAN CIVIL WAR: FARMHOUSE
BATTLE SET
For Freedom
The Civil War combined new weapons with ancient tactics and the new ideas of freedom 
with old ideas of persuasion through murder. The world exploded. Screaming lead 
drowned out the belligerent politicians. Casualty lists grew next to draft lists. Dreams of 
a quick end drifted away. Roving bands devastated the countryside. Both sides preached 
that the �ght was for freedom. In the end, after a million casualties, only the dead were 
truly free. Kit features MDF farm and barn, 50 Union and Confederate infantry, 17 
Confederate Cavalry, and artillery plus defensives installations.
6179S ITAS6179 Total Parts: 280 + 44MDF Skill Level: 3

1/35 SD.KFZ. 4/1 15CM PANZERWERFER 42
Spreading terror far and wide

Rocket launchers were new to WWII, but Germany rapidly learned of their dreadful effects 
when they ran into the Katyusha on the Eastern Front. The Panzerwerfer’s 15cm rockets 
were wildly inaccurate in comparison to conventional artillery, but the vehicle could lay 
down a barrage of ten enormous rockets from cover, move, hide, reload, and �re again. 
This made it very dif�cult to confront. On the receiving end, the rockets spewed shrapnel 
and the psychological effect of their shriek and bang is hard to convey. Kit features three 
sets of decals and full instructions.

6546S ITAS6546 Total Parts: 364 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.7 in (171mm)

AMT 1/25 Petty Race Team Dodge Dart
Hauler Truck
Get the Petty team to the track!
Richard Petty is undeniably one of the most recognizable names in motor sports. This set 
offers both his distinctive baby-boy-blue Dodge Dart and the LN8000 hauler truck that 
takes it from race to race. Set features slant-bed transporter truck with loading ramps, 
Dodge Dart “Kit Car” late-model Sportsman, full decals, and vinyl tires.

AMT1072/06 AMTS1072 

AMT 1/25 2008 Dodge Challenger SRT8
Promo style for easy build!
Back for another cruise to the drive-in is Dodge’s immensely popular and powerful 2008 
Challenger SRT8. AMT Showroom Replicas™ offer modelers a simpli�ed, “promo-style” 
glue kit format with a reduced parts count for fast and easy assembly. Engine detail 
is engraved into the one-piece chassis pan, allowing novice and veteran builders to 
complete an attractive scale replica in record time. Kit features chrome wheels, vinyl 
seats, and a decal sheet full of authentic markings!

AMT1075/12 AMTS1075 
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AMT 1/25 1950 Chevy Pick-Up
Put the hammer down!
This sturdy 1950 3100 Pickup is a sure-�re favorite. Not only can you build it as a factory 
stock replica with wide whitewall tires, you can make it a gorgeous old-time Union 76 
service station truck as well. Kit features optional roof �asher, front push bumper, sign 
boards for the pickup bed, deluxe decal sheet, Retro Deluxe™ Packaging, and more.

AMT1076/12 AMTS1076 

AMT 1/25 1962 Buick Electra
Lowriding done right
The boss low-slung Buick is back! You can build this piece of sixties sweetness as a 
dreamy, stylized custom with loads of optional body components and white pinstripe tires 
or as a stock version, fresh off the factory lines. Kit features 2-in-1 stock or stylized 
custom version, many optional body components, all-new deluxe decal sheet, and 
fantastic retro packaging.

AMT1078/12 ATMS1078  Skill Level: 2

Bandai Gundam Petit’gguy Setsuna F Seiei
Blue & Placard 
Blue is best
Here comes the Petit’gguy and Placard 00 character series, just in time to commemorate 
the 10th anniversary of Gundam 00. Every model in the series comes in colors inspired by 
the suits of the pilots from Gundam 00, and with the pilots catch phrase on a special sign! 
Our big, blue bear is based on Setsuna Seiei!

220700 BANS0700    Total Parts: 4 runners Height: 3.5 in (89mm) 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Cherudim Gun Saga Type. 
Customized for conquest
A customized version of the “Cherudim Gundam Saga” will join the HG line in Gunpla 
form! Originally from Gundam 00 MSV, this Build Fighters version has been colored in a 
tactical gray scheme. Drawing inspiration from the 00 Gundam 7 Sword, the Cherudim 
Saga has 7 types of guns and the sensors on the head are recreated to open and close. Kit 
features two GM beam pistols, GM submachine guns, GM Beam Pistols II, one assault 
carbine, stickers, and full instructions.

220705 BANS0705 Total Parts: 9 runners   Height: 5 in (127mm) 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 24th Century Weapons
Armed for annihilation
This weapon parts set �ts mobile suits from Gundam 00 and other HG kits. Kit features 
armaments from the “HG Cherudim Gundam Saga Type GBF” as well as a GN short and 
GN long ri�e, plus a buster sword.

220706 BANS0706 Total Parts: 2 runners 

Bandai Gundam 1/72 Blue Squadron Resistance X-
Wing Fighter 
Resist
From “Star Wars: The Last Jedi”, the Resistance X-Wing Star Fighter is making its way 
to the Bandai Star Wars Plastic Model lineup! This 1/72 scale model has been faithfully 
recreated down to every detail, even the landing gear! The wings open and close and 
come with laser effect parts for added realism. Use the dedicated display base to replicate 
your favorite scenes! Set includes 2 dedicated display bases (clear blue and black), 1/72 
BB-8 part and new droid part, 1/72 pilot (seated), laser effect parts x2, landing gear set, 
water-transfer decal x1, and marking sticker.
223296 BANS3296 Total Parts: 4 runners  Height: 5 in (127mm) 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 MS-06R-2 Johnny
Ridden’s Zaku II 
High mobility heavy hitter
Johnny Ridden’s Zaku II joins the RG line up as the �rst RG to feature Mobile Suit 
Gundam MSV and the �rst ever High Mobility Type Zaku, as well. Its unique leg thrusters 
and backpack have been made with newly designed parts based on Kunio Okawara’s 
illustrations. Kit features two shades of red on different parts of armor and stickers to 
recreate the markings on the Johnny Ridden Custom.

219594 BANS9594 Total Parts: 14 runners Height: 5 in (127mm)

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Zaku I (Kycilia’s Forces) 
“Gundam The Origin”
The legend from Loum
The Kycilia’s Forces Zaku I from “Mobile Suit Gundam The Origin V: Clash at Loum” 
appears in HG form! Featuring a different styled head and dark coloring. Kit includes a  
machine gun, heat hawk, bazooka, and shield plus stickers and full instructions.

219764 BANS9764 Total Parts: 10 runners Height: 5 in (127mm) 

Bandai Gundam BB404 LegendBB Musha Gundam 
MK-III “BB Sangokuden”
Bushido BB
“Musha Gundam MK-III” the ancestor of the MK-III Daishogun will be available in 
LegendBB form! The “Siroganenotate” and the “Ginroken” - two hidden treasures of the 
Gundam Army - are included. Kit features stickers and full instructions.

219765 BANS9765 Total Parts: 9 runners  Height: 3.5 in (89mm)

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Zaku Half Cannon “Gundam 
The Origin”
Half Cannon, all boom
The Zaku Half Cannon from Mobile Suit Gundam The Origin MSD is here and ready to 
blast. It can be modeled with either its cannon or Gatling gun in place or modeled with its 
two “Big Gun” weapons and heat hawk, providing lots of posing and weaponry options. 
Kit features cannon, Gatling Gun, two ìBig Gunsî, heat hawk, detailed pre-colored 
pieces, sticker sheet, and full instructions.

219767 BANS9767 Total Parts: 10 runners Height: 5 in (127mm) 
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Moebius Models 1/144 2001: Discovery 
Voyage through time and space
‘I’m afraid you canít build this, Dave.” Don’t listen to the homicidal computer. No sci-� 
collection is complete without the space ship Discovery swimming through your display 
case. This model is de�nitely not for beginners, but it’s incredible detail and adherence to 
the model from the �lm makes it well worth the build! Kit features detailed propulsion 
system, screen accurate surface detailing, command sphere with clear window, detailed 
thrusters, and antenna array plus display stand and concealed metal support rod for the 
long run between the command module and propulsion unit.

2001-3 MOES9903 Skill Level: 3 Length: 41 in (1041mm)

Bandai Gundam 1/100 GM Sniper Custom “Mobile 
Suit Gundam MSV”
Death from afar
The GM Sniper Custom from the Gundam MSV line is available for the �rst time in 1/100 
scale! Various action poses, including its iconic sniping pose, can be recreated with 
its plethora of weapon parts. Kit features R-4 beam ri�e, dual barrel beam gun, hyper 
bazooka, beam spray gun, beam saber, folding hand gun, shield, sticker sheet, decals, and 
full instructions.

219768 BANS9768 Total Parts: 16 runners Height: 7 in (178mm)

Bandai Gundam 1/144 & 1/350 Resistance Vehicle 
Set “Star Wars: The Last Jedi”
Join the Resistance
Keep ‘em �ying with three mini-sized models for Star Wars Episode 8: The Last Jedi. Set 
includes Poe’s boosted X-Wing and Resistance X-Wing �ghters in 1/144 scale and an 
impressively detailed 1/350 scale Millennium Falcon. Set features three models with 
display stands and marking stickers.

219769 BANS9769 Height: 3.5 in (89mm)

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Millennium Falcon “Star 
Wars: The Last Jedi”
Make the Kessel Run in less parsecs
The Millennium Falcon from Star Wars: The Last Jedi is making its debut as a 1/144 scale 
model kit! This new version includes corrected side walls on the mandibles and new display 
stand. Fine detailing has been applied to every inch of this kit. The display base, characters, 
and added optional effect parts are done in scale and with high accuracy. Kit features 
display base, engine effects, 1/144 Chewie, 1/144 Rey, clear and frame canopies, hatch 
open/close parts, and landing gear plus decals, stickers, and full instructions.

219770 BANS9770 Total Parts: 9 runners  Height: 7 in (178mm)

Bandai Gundam Thousand Sunny Memorial Color 
ver. “One Piece” 
Set sail for adventure!
The “Thousand Sunny” is available now in memorial colors inspired by the original 
series! The parts will be colored in a hue inspired by “Bubble coating”. A plate with an 
illustration of the characters will be included. Kit features wave effect part, stickers, and 
full instructions.

219771 BANS9771 Total Parts: 4 runners  Height: 5 in (127mm)

Dragon Models 1/48 Bf110E Nachtjager
Unleash the “Zerstörer”
The twin-engine Bf110 was an exceptionally capable night �ghter �own by most of the top 
German night �ghter pilots of WWII. Kit features detailed under-wing radiators, optional 
camera for nose, full cockpit with pilot’s seat, instrument panel, radio, and MG ammo, 
drum-fed MG FF 20mm cannons under the fuselage, intricate MG ammo including double 
drums for MG 15, detailed control surfaces and panel lines, laminar-�ow shape wing, 
inspection covers with rivets, cockpit canopy realistically detailed and can be positioned 
open or closed, full landing gear can be modeled deployed or closed, and full decals.

5566 DMLS5566 

MPC 1/48 Space ‘99 Eagle Transporter 22 Assembled
Fly to the Moon!
This iconic display model is the hero ship of the Gerry Anderson television show, Space: 
1999. Spring-loaded, articulated landing gear increases the accuracy of the piece and a 
removable central pod gives you lots of display options. This model is closely based on 
the original 44’ �lming miniature and endorsed by the ship’s designer, Brian Johnson. 
Model features removeable nose cone with pilots in the command module. It is painted, 
decorated, and ready to display after assembly.

MPC875/02 MPCS0875 Total Parts: 500 Length: 22 in (559mm)

Tamiya America 1/35 French Armored Car
AMD35 1940 (ICM)
Panzer bait
This assembly kit recreates the AMD35, a 4-wheeled armored car deployed �rst as a 
reconnaissance vehicle by French cavalry units, and then by conquering German troops 
after the Fall of France in 1940. It was a mobile vehicle, able to transport its 4-member 
crew at speeds of up to 72km/h thanks to the 105hp engine. Around 360 were produced 
by 1940. Kit features armor rivets, separate 4-cylinder engine, gun breech, interior parts, 
tons of accessories, open/closed hatch options, leaf spring suspension, commander torso 
�gure, and decals for two French and one German vehicle.
32411 TAMS2411

Tamiya America 1/48 German Heavy Tractor SS-100
Heaviest hauler
This scale model recreates the SS-100, which was a veritable workhorse for German 
forces during WWII. Powered by a 100hp 8,553cc diesel, it was based upon a civilian 
vehicle design and could pull loads of up to 20 tons. The SS-100 was put to work towing 
all sorts of subjects including artillery pieces, aircraft, broken down vehicles, and even V2 
rockets. Kit features slide molded cab, realistic underside, tool box, air tanks, detailed 
interior, tow bar to pair with other 1/48 scale models, realistically posed driver �gure, and 
four marking options for army, air force, and navy vehicles.

32593 TAMS2593 Length: 4.5 in (114mm) Width: 2.1 in (53mm)

Tamiya America 1/12 Ducati 1199 Panigale S Tricolore
Ducati speed demon
The thoroughbred Ducati 1199 Panigale S Tricolore came in a red, white and green color 
scheme to match the colors of the famous Tricolore Italiano national �ag, in commemoration 
of the 150th anniversary of Italian reuni�cation. It shared most of the base bike’s 
revolutionary design, including the 1,198cc L-Twin engine integrated into the monocoque 
frame and directly connected to the swing arm, damper unit, and so on. Kit features 
new decals and masking stickers, removeable side cowls, metal shock coil spring, metal 
transfers for mirror surfaces, moving kickstand, separate racing stand, and more.

14132 TAMS4132 Length: 6.8 in (173mm) Width: 2.6 in (67mm)
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BR4952/5062/5863  
WOOU4952/5062/5863
Sunny Days Trailers

SC326/48  RDZW0326
Stock Car Series - Release 3 (12)

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Nine 15” track sections

 ❚ One 15” start gate/terminal track

 ❚ One 9” end gate

 ❚ One 3” dead track section

Legends of Quarter Mile Drag Race Set 13’

SRS319  RDZW9319

NASCAR Stock Car Series – Super III – Release 3
 ❚ #88 Dale Earnhardt JR. 2016 Chevy SS, Nationwide
 ❚ #24 Jeff Gordon 2015 Chevy SS, Axalta
 ❚ #48 Jimmie Johnson 2016 Chevy SS, Lowe’s
 ❚ #5 Kasey Kahne 2016 Chevy SS, Farmers
 ❚ Authentic graphics and new tooling

Woodland Scenics Sunny Days Trailers
 ❚ Available in N, HO, and O scales
 ❚ Cheery trailer with yellow accents, perfect for any layout
 ❚ Tons of scale touches like awnings and railings
 ❚ Separate table and chairs
 ❚ Pre-installed LED lights and printed interior
 ❚ Requires Just Plug® Lighting System for LEDs

Legend Quarter Mile 4 Gear Release 20
 ❚ Dan Prudhomme “Snake”—1973 Plymouth Cuda Funny Car
 ❚ Whipple & McCullough—1971 Plymouth Cuda Funny Car
 ❚ Larry Arnold’s King Fish—1970’s Plymouth Cuda Funny Car

 ❚ Candies & Hughes—1970’s Plymouth Cuda Funny Car

 ❚ Tow track end caps

 ❚ Track cleaning pad

 ❚ One power pack

 ❚ Two variable speed controllers

 ❚ Two 4Gear™ funny car slot cars

 ❚ Instruction sheet

 ❚ Track assembly guide

 ❚ Start/End gate

 ❚ Stickers

SC328/48  RDZW0328
Legend Quarter Mile Release 20 (12)

Tamiya America 1/24 Mercedes AMG GT3
Power to spare
With a 6.3 liter, 558 horsepower V8 engine under the hood, the Mercedes-AMG GT3 
race car has more performance on tap than it should be legal to put on the road. It’s a 
customer special sports car converted from the AMG GT road car by the Mercedes-AMG 
high performance division. And it features a carbon �ber body, a prominent grill, a large 
rear wing, canards, and more aerodynamic essentials. Kit features expertly detailed 
parts for supreme accuracy.

24345 TAMS4345 

Tamiya America 1/35 British Self-Propelled
Anti-Tank Gun Archer
Backwards British battler
Literally a 17-pounder anti-tank gun mounted backwards on a Valentine tank chassis, the 
“Archer” provided much-needed mobility to one of the few guns in the Allied inventory 
capable of knocking out Axis heavy armor from a distance. Because of the cramped, open-
topped �ghting compartment, and the inherent dif�culty of driving it anywhere, the Archer 
was primarily a defensive vehicle. However, it still managed to get its knocks in before 
the end of the War and British troops used it into the early 1950s. Kit features open top 
compartment with gun details, shell rack, and more plus commander, loader, and gunner 
�gures, and two marking options.
35356 TAMS4356 Length: 7.5 in (191mm)

Tamiya America 1/35 German Soldiers At Rest 
Rest and relaxation
Believe it or not, Blitzkrieg is really, really hard work. Pushing thousands of men beyond 
their physical limits day after day. Telling men on foot to keep up with men in tanks takes 
a toll. Even the most hard-driving, goose-stepping Nazi commander had to let his men 
stop to rest if he wanted to have a �ghting force left to do the �ghting. This set shows 
Wehrmacht troopers as you donít see them in the movies–fully attired in their M36 �eld 
uniforms, and equipped with helmets, bayonets, and cartridge cases, but at rest. Eating, 
drinking, cutting bread, and sitting down to rest. Kit features four full body �gures.

35129 TAMS5129 




